Books

COLOR Q PROFILES
For More Success in Work & Relationships

- Pinpoint your best career
- Define your entrepreneurial & investment style
- Manage others more effectively
- Date, mate and relate with greater success
- Be a better parent
- And much more

Spiral bound format with 3 copies of the assessment. Whether you are running a company, department, volunteer unit, household or just trying to find your life work and purpose, this guide will give you a decisive edge – for the rest of your life!

COLOR Q COACHING
Customized Strategies for Coaching & Developing Others

- Define your “signature” coaching style
- Rapidly assess the needs, values and talents of your clients
- Craft customized development plans for your customers
- Define the investment & entrepreneurial style of others
- Define your ideal clients
- Date, mate and relate with greater success
- Be a better parent

Spiral bound format with 4 copies of the assessment to use with clients, co-workers or family members.

CAREER MATCH

Use the elements of your personality to fast forward your career success.

Take a self scoring quiz and define your work related strengths, range of suitable careers and ideal work environment, read more.
WOMEN AND THE LEADERSHIP Q
The Breakthrough System for Achieving Power & Influence

What do successful women share in common? How do they differ? Combining a 38-item self-scoring quiz and exercises with 37 in-depth interviews of powerful women in finance, business, politics and entertainment, Women and The Leadership Q presents a hands-on breakthrough system to help readers identify and build on their “signature” leadership style. Profiles include Diane Sawyer, Kathleen Kennedy Townsend, Hillary Clinton, Christie Whitman, Wendy Wasserstein, Alexandra Lebenthal, Dr. Nancy Snyderman and Senator Kay Hutchison.

GETTING ALONG WITH YOUR FAMILY

A unique anecdote-filled guide, providing life-building tools to enhance all family relationships. Guaranteed to improve even your most complex interactions.
A 27-item self scoring assessment. Family-oriented profiles for each personality group. Top tips on how to improve your interaction with each type.
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